Team Information

Picture of vehicle:

Name of vehicle: Infantry’s tactical support robot „DROMADER”

Picture of team leader:

Name of team leader: Piotr Krogul
Team Name: Dromader’s Team
Team E-mail: pkrogul@wat.edu.pl
Logo:

Website: http://www.wme.wat.edu.pl/viewpage.php?page_id=200
Location: POLAND, Warszawa

Return form to: elrob@elrob.org
Institution/Company: Military University of Technology, Mechanical Division, Machine Building Cathedral

Address: 00-908 Warszawa, Kaliskiego 2 St., POLAND

Telephone: +48 22 683 90 00
Fax: +48 22 693 99 01

Team Description: co-workers from the same cathedral dealing with different aspect of unmanned ground systems.

Sponsors: none

Selection of scenario:

- Reconnaissance and surveillance in non-urban environments
- Transport – repeated shuttling between two camps
- Search and retrieval of human casualties in outdoor environments
- Reconnoitring of building structures
- EOR/EOD/IEDD/CIED (for professionals only!)

Proof of citizenship:: A copy of team leader passport will do (will not be published)!